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Information Architecture
• What is it?
– A representation of the enterprise built using systematic rational methods. 
The architecture contains a representation of the current state as well as a 
design of the desired (target) state that operates more effectively and 
efficiently. The target state is designed to facilitate the movement of data and 
information to the right people at the right time to get their work done. 
• How is it built?
– Identify the data/information and the people and systems generating or 
consuming that data/information
– Identify the business processes
• are they defined, documented, ad hoc, a combination
– Determine the target state
• How is it used?
– Determine a transition strategy (priorities and specific tasks) to move from the 
current state to the target state
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Current Information Architecture
• Multiple projects 
generating data
– Operational
– Research
• Multiple systems storing data
• Few connections between the systems
• Inefficient access to data/information
• Incomplete knowledge of data/information available
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Current & Target State: 
Human System Risk Business Process
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• By mapping the risk-related data flow from raw data to 
useable information and knowledge (think of it as a data 
supply chain), the Human Research Program (HRP) and Space 
Life Science Directorate (SLSD) are building an information 
architecture plan to leverage their existing, and often shared, 
IT infrastructure. 
Current State: 
Flow of Risk Data/Information
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Target Information Architecture: 
Some Key Aspects
• Single place to go for evidence
– Can be a distributed system underneath
• Risk representation tool that fully represents the richness of 
the risks and enables problem solving about the risks
– Many risks have relationships among them. 
• E.g. inadequate nutrition can be a contributing factor to many other risks
– Some risks share mitigation strategies
• It is important to understand how people and systems in the 
enterprise participate in multiple tasks and activities
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Get the Right Information to the Right Place at the Right Time!
Activities Derived from Key Aspects
Single place to go for evidence
• Creation of an Evidence Base Working Group and Executive Committee to 
handle all data requests for data derived from personally identifiable data 
in our systems (both research and clinical data)
• Data systems inventory –
identify all types of data in 
SLSD and HRP systems
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Activities Derived from Key Aspects
Risk representation tool
• RMAT – Risk Management Analysis Tool
– Enter all risks into a 
database tool to capture 
current risk representation
– Explore richer 
representation format that 
can capture the relationships
between components of the 
risk representation
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Activities Derived from Key Aspects
Understand People and Systems Relationships
• Organizational 
Relationships 
documentation
• Functional 
review of Systems
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Summary
An Information Architecture facilitates 
the understanding and, hence, 
harnessing of the human system risk-
related data supply chain which 
enhances the ability to securely 
collect, integrate, and share data 
assets that improve human system 
research and operations.
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HRP-SLSD: Organizational View
• HRP and SLSD have a unique organizational construct that 
adds a layer of complexity to the challenge of building an 
information architecture plan.
– Organizational symbiosis at least at the Johnson Space Center
• HRP program management and support are organizationally embedded in 
SLSD at the Johnson Space Center
• Key individuals are both SLSD managers/discipline experts as well as HRP 
element managers.  
• SLSD employees are funded by and work on HRP-funded efforts, but live 
within an SLSD organizational reporting structure
• IT systems and dependency on the kinds of data are entwined
– This is particularly strong in the area of human system risk-related 
data/information
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HRP-SLSD Organizational Relationships to the Lowest Levels
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HRP-SLSD: Applications View
• The complexity of the organizational construct is compounded 
by the complexity of the applications that support both 
organizations.
• We literally took a physical inventory of the applications used 
to support HRP, SLSD, and those that were shared.
– We layed it out by abstracting the business process to the highest 
level:
• HRP = Research
• SLSD = In-flight and ground-based operations
• M&A =  Both organizations have systems that support management and 
administration
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HRP-SLSD: Business Process View
• We, then talked through the primary lines of business that fall 
out of the research and operations areas.
• Still keeping it at a high level, we identified 4 primary lines of 
business
– Risk Management (both organizations do this)
– Research Management (primarily HRP, but SLSD does it in support of 
HRP)
– Human System Management (primarily SLSD: in-flight medical care, 
flight medicine clinic, JSC clinic)
– Innovation.  Major SLSD goal this year is to make this more 
foundational to the organization
• With these 3 elements better understood, we have a notional 
representation of our IT infrastructure baseline.
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Notional Architecture Representation
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